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Background

In 2004, the LSST Design Reference Mission (Strauss et al.) 
identified “the structure of our Milky Way” as one of the 
pillars of the LSST science case.  It asked:

• What is the structure and accretion history of the Milky 
Way?

• What are the fundamental properties of all stars within 
200 pc of the Sun?
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LSST Design Reference Mission



Background
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LSST Science Book 2.0



Background

• milkyway.science.lsst.org
• Co-chairs John Gizis, Nitya Kallivayalil, and John 

Bochanski
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Stars, Milky Way, and Local Volume Collaboration



Why the Magellanic Clouds?
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Why the Magellanic Clouds?
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cont.

Bechtol et  al.  (2015);;  Koposov et  al.  (2015)



Why the Magellanic Clouds?
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cont.

Rest  et  al.  (2005)



How is LSST good for Milky Way science? 
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It goes deep
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How is LSST good for Milky Way science? 
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It’s wide



How is LSST good for Milky Way science? 
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It’s wide



How is LSST good for Milky Way science? 
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It will detect variables
Discovery of an RR Lyrae structure 5

pear adjacent on the sky, with the VSS at the tip and the
lower latitude portion having an alternative origin.

3.3 Near alignment with the Magellanic stream

The Large and Small Magellanic Clouds are the two most
massive dwarf galaxies in the vicinity of the Milky Way and
have a history of interaction that has likely lasted for sev-
eral Gyr. Evidence for these interactions includes the 200�

gaseous Magellanic Stream and Leading Arm (Nidever et al.
2010) and both the gaseous (Hindman et al. 1963) and stel-
lar (i.e. Belokurov et al. 2017) components of the Magellanic
Bridge which stretches between the two galaxies. During
these interactions, stars will be stripped from the outskirts
of the SMC and form a stellar counterpart to the Magellanic
Stream.

The structure we have identified is nearly aligned with
the Magellanic Stream and thus we must consider the pos-
sibiltiy of a Magellanic origin. Tidal debris from the SMC is
the most likely scenario.

Nidever et al. (2010) compiled a map of the 200� long
Magellanic Stream in HI. In Figure 4 we demonstrate that
the leading arm in this map is coincident with the CRTS
RR Lyrae with Galactocentric radii 15 < RGC < 25 kpc. One
explanation for the Magellanic Stream is that it is composed
of gas stripped from the SMC by the tidal action of the LMC
during previous close interactions, i.e. the same mechanism
that we propose to explain the structure in the RR Lyrae.
McClure-Gri�ths et al. (2008) used the interaction of a high-
velocity cloud in the Leading Arm with the Galactic disc to
estimate that the Leading Arm crosses the Galactic plane at
a Galactic radius of RGC ⇡ 17 kpc. Notably this is consistent
with the Galactic radius 15 < RGC < 25 kpc used to isolate
the RR Lyrae structure.

There are other possible explanations involving the
Magellanic Clouds. The stars may have been tidally stripped
from the LMC by the Milky Way if the Magellanic Clouds
have experienced more than one perigalactic passage. There
are several mechanisms that could eject stars from the Mag-
ellanic Clouds (see Boubert et al. 2017 for a discussion),
however these preferentially eject younger stars and so ob-
serving stars which are now RR Lyrae would only be possible
if the Magellanic Clouds are bound to the Milky Way. It has
been speculated that some OB stars observed to be coin-
cident with the Magellanic Stream were born from the gas
in the stream (Casetti-Dinescu et al. 2012), however that
cannot explain RR Lyrae stars which have a typical age of
around 10 Gyr.

We simulate the interaction of the LMC and SMC dur-
ing their first passage of the Milky Way in a N-body model
based on the simulations used in Belokurov et al. (2017).
As in that work, we generate initial conditions for the LMC
and SMC by sampling from the Clouds’ observed proper
motions (Kallivayalil et al. 2013), radial velocities (van der
Marel et al. 2002; Harris & Zaritsky 2006), and distances
(Pietrzyński et al. 2013; Graczyk et al. 2014). For each set
of initial conditions, we evolve the LMC and SMC in the
presence of a 3 component model for the Milky Way given
by the MWPotential2014 in Bovy (2015). The LMC is mod-
elled as a Hernquist profile (Hernquist 1990) with a mass
of 2.5 ⇥ 1011 M� and a scale radius of 25 kpc. The SMC is
modelled as a Plummer sphere (Plummer 1911) with a mass
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Figure 4. The underlying density and labels are the same as Fig.
2a. Overplotted is the GASS HI map of the Magellanic Stream
from Nidever et al. (2010).

of 2 ⇥ 108 M� and a scale radius of 1 kpc. The SMC’s dis-
ruption around the LMC is simulated using the Lagrange
point stripping technique described in Gibbons et al. (2014).
Given each set of initial conditions, the LMC and SMC are
rewound from their current positions for 3 Gyr and then the
disruption of the SMC is followed until the present. We ran
10000 such simulations with no further constraints on the
debris properties.

The results of all these simulations are amalgamated
and the particles representing SMC debris are shown in Fig-
ure 5, where we only show the particles that reach Galac-
tocentric radii 15 < R < 25 kpc. We find that SMC de-
bris is stripped during four main pericentric passages of the
LMC, but the debris that gets to a Galactocentric radius
15 < Rgal < 25 kpc at present day has mostly been stripped
at the earliest of these. This means that the present day
distribution of nearby SMC debris is sensitive to the pre-
vious orbit of the Magellanic Clouds, but the only way to
obtain that orbit is by integrating the orbits of the Magel-
lanic Clouds back in time making the position and velocities
of the SMC 3 Gyr ago highly uncertain. For instance, Model
2 of Besla et al. (2013) also had debris aligned with the
structure, but the nearest of their debris lay in the range
30 < RGC < 40 kpc. Nidever et al. (2010) estimated that the
age of the Magellanic Stream is between 2.5 and 3 Gyr. If the
RR Lyrae and the Magellanic Stream left the Magellanic
Clouds concurrently that would explain their similar extent.

It is interesting to compare the simulated SMC debris
to the Vivas et al. (2016) RR Lyrae sample, because while it
is limited in angular coverage 175� < ↵ < 210�, �10� < � < 10�

it should cut across a stream of stars from the Magellanic
Clouds if it exists and all of the stars have radial velocities
and distances. The distance constraint 15 < R < 25 kpc used
in most of this work was chosen to make the structure stand
out while removing the foreground Milky Way stars and the
background Sagittarius Stream, however a small number of
stars in this structure may lie closer (a small number [893] of
the simulated particles reach closer than 15 kpc). When com-
paring the kinematically-grouped Vivas et al. (2016) sample
to our simulations we do not need to worry about contami-

MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2017)

Boubert et  al.  (2017)



How is LSST good for Milky Way science? 
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Wide, Fast, Deep

Koposov et  al.
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Wide, Fast, Deep

RR  Lyrae to  400  kpcMSTO  to  ~200  kpc



How is LSST good for Milky Way science? 
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It will measure proper motions

Besla et  al.  (2013)

Kallivayalil et  al.  (2013)



How is LSST good for Milky Way science? 
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It will measure parallax
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Challenges
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Star/galaxy separation

Presented  by  Heidi  Newberg  at  Dwarf  
Companions  workshop



Challenges
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Star/galaxy separation

Presented  by  Sergey  Koposov at  Dwarf  
Companions  workshop



Challenges
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Crowded field photometry and astrometry

DECaPS (Schlafly et  al.)

LSST  ImSim section



Challenges
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Crowded field photometry and astrometry

Above:  (r,  g-r)  color  
magnitude  diagram  (de-

reddened)  towards  Baade’s  
Window  using  DECam

(Saha et  al.  2017  in  prep)

Predicted  confusion  limit  at  
0.2mag  in  g

Baseline  
(minion_1016)

Best  seeing  (0.55”-1.55”)

Baseline  
(minion_1016)

From  Will  Clarkson



Challenges

• Observing strategy white paper (Marshall et al. 2017)
– https://github.com/LSSTScienceCollaborations/ObservingStrategy

• Example metrics for MW science:
– Co-added depth
– Number of visits
– Spacing of visits
– Confusion depth

• Example Figures of merit:
– Surface brightness limit for structure
– Number of detected objects (dwarfs, variables, transients)
– Proper motion accuracy
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Observing cadence



Challenges

• Responding to call for mini-surveys: Magellanic Clouds
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Observing cadence

• A Wide-Fast-Deep-
like survey around 
the South Celestial 
Pole

• A Deep Drilling 
survey covering the 
main bodies of the 
Magellanic Clouds, 
up to 250 deg2



Magellanic Clouds mini-survey
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Proposal
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Legacy  survey  of  the  Magellanic  
Clouds

Variable  star  populations  (Szkody)
Microlensing  (Dawson)
Transiting  extragalactic  planets
(Lund)
New  short-timescale  transients

Interstellar  scintillation  (Moniez)

Light  echoes

Proper  motions

RR  Lyrae  as  tracers  of  3D  
structure

Structure  and  tidal  debris

Dwarf  satellites



Preparing for LSST

• Meetings like LSST Chile are a 
good start

• Small topical meetings can 
take planning further

• LSSTC and NOAO sponsored 
meeting on dwarf galaxies in 
LSST era an example
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Getting organized



Preparing for LSST

Some keys:
• Focus on organized discussion
• Many topics to discuss: theory, observation, relevant 

questions for LSST, LSST data products, challenges, 
observing cadence, follow-up and synergy with other 
facilities, needed resources, next steps

• Invite a diverse group and give them all work to do
• Take notes and write a report
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Getting organized



Preparing for LSST
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Dwarf galaxies

Depth
Detection  of  dwarfs  about  the  MW,  Local  
Volume  &  out  to  100  Mpc

Variable  Stars
Distances  through  RRLyr

Proper  Motions
Internal  motion  and  orbits  around  the  MW

Wide  field
Volumes  probed,  field  vs.  groups/clusters

Number  and  distribution  of  dwarfs  
about  MW/MW  analogues  within  100  
Mpc

Tidal  effects
Streams,  morphological  evolution

Quenching  of  low-mass  galaxies
Role  of  environment

Dark  Matter  Halos
Mass/structure/kinematics

Hierarchical  Evolution
Dwarf  groups  in  the  field  &  infall on  massive  
hosts

LSST gives:

Theoretical  interests:



Preparing for LSST
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Using existing data



Preparing for LSST
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Using existing data



Preparing for LSST
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NOAO Data Lab

Goal:
• Efficient exploration and analysis of large datasets with an emphasis 

on NOAO wide-field 4-m telescopes
Approach:
• High-value catalogs from NOAO and external sources (e.g. SDSS, 

GAIA) and NOAO-based images linked to catalog objects
• Data discovery
• Developing intuition through interaction with selected catalog and 

image set of known objects
• Automation of analysis to aid discovery of unknown objects



Catalogs available through Data Lab

• ~1+ billion objects available now/soon through Data Lab database 
from these catalogs

• Also available: DES SVA1, GAIA DR1, select tables from SDSS 
DR13, the Allen NEO catalog, and USNO-A2/B
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Legacy Survey DR3/4/5, SMASH, DES DR1, DECaPS



An NOAO All Sky Catalog

• ~3 billion objects, 30 billion measurements; basic aperture 
photometry

• Released January 2018
LIneA Webinar 30



Summary of Current Functions

Function Method
Sky  exploration Image  discovery  tool

Catalog  overlay  tool
Authentication Web  interface

datalab command
Python  authClient, DL  interface

Catalog  query Web  interface
datalab command  line  (CLI)
Python  queryClient, DL  interface
TOPCAT

Image  query Simple Image  Access  (SIA)  service
Query  result  storage myDB

Virtual  storage  space
File  transfer datalab command and  Virtual  storage  

space
Analysis Jupyter notebook  server

31



Example Notebook
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Star/galaxy/QSO separation

User  logs  in  to  Data  Lab

Queries  database  for  DECaLS Tractor  and  
AllWISE photometry

Visualizes  color-color  diagrams  by  
morphology  type

Launches  Jupyter Notebook

1

2

3

Stéphanie Juneau



… 

33

Joins  objects  to  SDSS  DR13  
spectroscopic  catalog

Applies  classification  
techniques  to  find  new  
objects  of  interest!

Checks  image  cutouts  of  
selected  objects

Uses  as  training  set  for  machine  
learning  classification

4
5

6

7



Example Notebook
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Detecting a faint dwarf galaxy

34

Queries  database  for  blue  stellar  
objects  in  SMASH  DR1  Field

Applies  filter  to  spatial  distribution Runs  automatic  peak  detection

User  logs  in  to  Data  Lab

Launches  Jupyter Notebook

1 2

3 4



…
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Queries  peak  locations  for  image  cutouts

Stores  all  
results  in  virtual  
storage…

…and  repeat!

Queries  peak  locations  for  full  photometry

5

6

7

Robert  Nikutta



Contacting Data Lab

• Web: datalab.noao.edu
• Helpdesk: datalab.noao.edu/help
• Email: datalab@noao.edu
• GitHub: https://github.com/noao-datalab
• Twitter: @NOAODataLab

36



Conclusions

• LSST will have a profound effect on Milky Way science
• Stars, Milky Way, and Local Volume Collaboration is 

organizing to work on it – *lots* of room for growth!
• Organize small topical meetings to speed preparation
• Work with existing survey data
• Try out the NOAO Data Lab and other science platforms
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